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Picture This: Recent Acquisitions in Illustrated Americana

Glory:
Robert Gould Shaw and His African-American Troops
Attack Fort Wagner
1. [54th Massachusetts Infantry]: [Currier & Ives]: THE GALLANT CHARGE
OF THE FIFTY FOURTH MASSACHUSETTS (COLORED) REGIMENT.
ON THE REBEL WORKS AT FORT WAGNER, MORRIS ISLAND NEAR
CHARLESTON, JULY 18th 1863, AND DEATH OF COLONEL ROBT. G.
SHAW. New York: Published by Currier & Ives, 1863. Handcolored lithograph,
10 x 14 inches, highlighted in gum arabic. Expertly conserved, neatly mending
some wear and small tears in the edges. The image very clean and bright. An
attractive copy.
A dramatic, handcolored rendering of the first major battle in the Civil War to
involve African-American troops, the attempted storming of a Confederate fort
near Charleston, South Carolina on July 18, 1863. Colonel Robert Gould Shaw
was killed along with fifteen other officers and nearly 300 of his men of the FiftyFourth Massachusetts Regiment. The dynamic scene in the present lithograph
shows the meeting of Union and Confederate infantry lines at Fort Wagner, with
close contact combat between several of the soldiers, some with bayonets drawn.
A Union officer, likely representing Shaw, stands atop a hill at the middle of the
scene, sword held high, the American flag waving boldly next to him reading “54th
MASS.,” appearing to have just taken a fatal bullet, as his head is snapped back
and he is clutching at his throat. At bottom left, an African-American soldier
fights hand-to-hand with a Confederate who is trying to knife him. The lively
blue coloring of the 54th’s uniforms set against the drab gray of the Confederates
provides a stark contrast, as does the dichotomy of the American flag set against
the Confederate “Southern Cross.”
Robert Gould Shaw (1837-63) came from a wealthy Massachusetts family noted
for upholding reform and abolitionist causes. When the Civil War broke out

in 1861, Shaw distinguished himself in combat, surviving the bloody battles of
Antietam and Cedar Mountain. After the Emancipation Proclamation was passed
in 1863, Massachusetts governor John Andrew organized the army’s first Black
volunteer unit, the 54th Massachusetts. Despite his initial refusal, Shaw was
ultimately persuaded by his family to accept the command. Sent to fight in the
Union effort to seize the border islands of the Carolina coast in the late spring
of 1863, the regiment proved its valor that summer by holding off Confederate
troops at James Island, South Carolina.
“Two days later [July 18, 1863], on Morris Island, Shaw proudly volunteered
his regiment to lead the assault on the impregnable Fort Wagner, the first step
in an offensive on the Confederate stronghold of Charleston, South Carolina.
When the Fifty-fourth charged the fort, 272 were killed, wounded, or captured.
One of those who fell was Shaw, leading his African-American troops in battle.
Although the assault failed, the bravery of the Fifty-fourth proved the ability of
Black troops, and in death, the young Shaw was ennobled as a martyr to freedom
and as a symbol of enlightened sacrifice” – ANB.
The soldiers of the 54th impressed Shaw with their dedication and valor, which
they demonstrated during the Fort Wagner assault. Shaw was buried with his
troops by the Confederates in a mass grave on the site of the assault. Shaw and
his troops are the subject of one of the most celebrated works of public sculpture
in the United States, Augustus St.-Gaudens’ Shaw Memorial, on the corner of the
Boston Common nearest the State House. Shaw’s leadership of the regiment is
best known to many people today through the film, Glory (1989), which culminates
in the attack on Fort Wagner and Shaw’s death.
This Currier & Ives print provides a dramatic and energetic portrayal of this
important historical moment, and the sacrifice of African-American troops and
their leaders in the Union cause.
CURRIER & IVES: CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ 2393. PETERS, CURRIER &
IVES 836.
$3500.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

these two African-American units, some of
the Rough Riders, and their Cuban allies
against the Spanish rear guard led by Antero
Rubín. The American forces were commanded by Major General Joseph “Fighting
Joe” Wheeler, who had been a Confederate
cavalry general during the Civil War.

A Stunning Depiction of Buffalo Soldiers
Fighting the First Land Battle of the Spanish-American War
2. [African Americana]: [Spanish-American War]: THE BATTLE OF QUASIMAS NEAR SANTIAGO JUNE 24th, 1898. THE 9th AND 10th COLORED
CAVALRY IN SUPPORT OF ROUGH RIDERS [caption title]. Chicago: Kurz
and Allison, 1898. Chromolithographic print, 20 x 28 inches. Expertly cleaned and
backed. A bit of faint browning in the upper center and left portion. Near fine.
A large, bold, and energetic depiction of the first land conflict of the SpanishAmerican War, the Battle of Las Guasimas (here called Quasimas), highlighting
the important contributions of the Buffalo Soldiers in the 9th and 10th Cavalry
regiments. The battle was fought near Santiago on June 24, 1898, and pitted

The scene shows numerous Buffalo Soldiers
and White soldiers in the foreground, firing
rifles at opposing forces while an AfricanAmerican flag bearer props up a White officer.
General Wheeler (looking much younger than
his sixty-two years) sits astride a large horse
near the rear of the American forces. Several
American soldiers lie dead or wounded on
the ground, including two African-American
soldiers; one African-American soldier is
being led away on a stretcher in the background. The Americans fought bravely, but
lost twenty-seven men and count fifty-two
wounded after the battle; the Spanish lost
only seven men with fourteen wounded.
Despite the casualty counts, at the time the
battle was framed as a glorious victory for
the American forces. Upon further review,
Wheeler was heavily criticized for the casualties incurred and for the lack of wisdom
in ordering a frontal assault so early in the
war. Regardless of contemporary perception
of the battle, the present scene presents the
African-American soldiers in Cuba as every
bit as brave and willing to sacrifice as their
White counterparts, and the image served
as inspiration for African-American military families and others in succeeding
generations.
On the heels of Louis Prang’s celebrated series, War Pictures, the lithographers,
Kurz & Allison of Chicago, are most notable for their series of patriotic chromolithographs of Civil War battles. They also celebrated American involvement in
the Spanish-American War, the Philippine-American War, and the Russo-Japanese
War. The present lithograph is one of a pair celebrating the contributions of the
Buffalo Soldiers in Cuba during the Spanish-American War; the other depicts a
scene of the charge of the 24th and 25th Colored Infantry at the Battle of San
Juan Hill, where they rescued the Rough Riders. Both of the Kurz & Allison
chromolithographs are rare and highly desirable celebrations of African-American
bravery in combat.
$2750.

quarter green calf and pebbled cloth, front board
lettered in gilt. Light shelf wear to both volumes,
front board of atlas stained along lower edge. Quite
clean internally. A very good set.
Second edition, after the first of 1851, and the first
accompanied by the atlas. This is the preferred
format, with the text and atlas bound separately
(rather than bound together). Andree provides
detailed coverage of the geography of the United
States, especially the areas of western settlement.
“Andree’s general treatment of the usual historical
and descriptive material is interspersed with chapters
relating to each of the states. He describes in some
detail the emigration and settlement of Germans in
this country as well as their professional occupational
opportunities...” – Clark. Contains general and
historical chapters, and sections devoted to each
of the states and territories, including the Southwest and Texas, as well as information concerning
Canada. The chapter describing Utah also contains
a description of Mormonism and its origins.

German Description of North America, with the Atlas
3. Andree, Karl T.: NORD-AMERIKA IN GEOGRAPHISCHEN UND
GESCHICHTLICHEN UMRISSEN; MIT BESONDERER BERUCKSICHTIGUNG DER EINGEBORENEN UND DE INDIANISCHEN ALTERTHÜMER, DER EINWANDERUNG UND DER ANSIEDELUNGEN, DER
ACKERBAUES, DER GEWERBE, DER SCHIFFAHRT UND DES HANDELS.
Braunschweig: George Westermann, 1854. Text volume: xiii,810pp., including
in-text illustrations. Atlas volume: [4],28pp., including eighteen maps colored in
outline (one folding). Text volume: Half title. Contemporary three-quarter green
calf and marbled boards, spine gilt. Atlas: Oblong quarto. Contemporary three-

The text is accompanied by an atlas volume featuring maps by Henry Lange, each accompanied
by geographical descriptions and statistical tables.
With color details, the maps contain text providing
general and statistical information keyed to individual plates. Among the maps is a fine early map
of Texas, with the lands granted to the Adelsverein
outlined in sepia and the port road from Indianola
to New Braunfels marked in red. The map of California and the western region
features a small inset map of San Francisco Bay, and plate eight is a full-page
rendering of San Francisco Bay and the surrounding region, with an inset view
of the city from the ocean. “The words ‘Gold Region,’ in English, appear along
the Sierra foothills. ‘New Helvetia’ still elbows Boston and Sacramento City at
the confluence of the Sacramento and American rivers” – Wheat, regarding plate
13, “Oregon, Californien, Utah, Neu Mexico.”
An important German guide to the Americas, with many excellent maps.
CLARK III:265. BUCK 471. WHEAT, GOLD REGION 264. HOWES A247
(atlas), A248 (text), “aa.” FLAKE 164 (text), 4740 (atlas). SABIN 1461. $3750.

journal, had an enormous popular
success: for the mid-18th-century
reader, it was the epitome of adventure, and it was translated into
several European languages and
stayed in print through numerous
editions for many years.

A “Royal Paper” Copy, with Beautiful Handcolored Plates
4. Anson, George: Walter, Richard, compiler: A VOYAGE ROUND THE
WORLD, IN THE YEARS MDCCXL, I, II, III, IV. BY GEORGE ANSON,
ESQ....COMPILED FROM PAPERS AND OTHER MATERIALS OF THE
RIGHT HONOURABLE GEORGE LORD ANSON.... London: Printed for
the Author, 1748. [34],417,[2]pp. including binder’s directions, plus forty-two
handcolored folding engraved plates (including three folding maps and ten folding
plans). Large, thick quarto. Original calf, spine ruled in gilt, raised bands, gilt
leather label, edges of boards tooled in gilt. Boards shelf worn, corners bumped,
front hinge cracked but holding, spine label chipped. Upper outer corner of titlepage clipped, not affecting text. Light scattered foxing, some minor offsetting
from plates, else internally clean. A very good copy.
The first edition, first issue, of the most popular maritime work of its day. This is
a “royal paper” copy with large margins and the plates in beautiful contemporary
handcoloring. Cox notes two issues of this first edition, asserting that the present
issue, “printed for the author,” is the first. The narrative, based on Anson’s own

“Anson’s voyage of 1740-44 holds
a unique and terrible place in
British maritime history. The
misadventures of this attempt by
Royal Navy ships to sail round
the world make a dramatic story of hardship, disaster, mutiny
and endurance...[When] Anson
reached the coast of China in
November 1742 he was left with
one ship and a handful of men,
some of whom had ‘turned mad
and idiots.’ The most extraordinary part of the voyage was still
to come, for despite his losses
Anson was determined to seize
the treasure galleon that made
the annual voyage from Acapulco
to Manila. Laden with Peruvian
silver, she was the ‘Prize of all
the Oceans.’ In June 1743 Anson
intercepted the Nuestra Señora de
Covadonga, and in a 90-minute
action forced her surrender. After
refitting at Canton he returned
home the next year to find himself compared with Drake, and his exploits with
the long-remembered feats of arms against the Spain of Philip II. The casualties
were forgotten as the public celebrated a rare triumph in a drab and interminable
war..., and in 1748 the long-awaited authorised account appeared under the
name of Richard Walter, chaplain on the Centurion, and became a best-seller.
Walter’s volume has formed the basis of all accounts of Anson’s voyage from the
mid-eighteenth century to the present. The book, more fully illustrated than any
similar work up to that time, was both a stirring story of adventure at sea and an
exhortation to further Pacific enterprise” – Williams.
A clean, complete copy of this classic travel account, here with beautifully handcolored plates and maps. “This compilation has long occupied a distinguished
position as a masterpiece of descriptive travel...the most popular book of maritime
adventure of the eighteenth century” – Hill.
Glyn Williams, The Prize of All the Oceans, the Triumph and Tragedy of Anson’s
Voyage Round the World (1999, pp.xvii-xviii). HILL 1817. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 748/225. JCB (1)III:864. SABIN 1625, 101175. COX I, p.49. BORBA DE
MORAES, p.38. NMM I:109.
$6000.

Stereoscopic Views of the Grand Canyon in Arizona,
including Thomas Moran at Work
5. [Arizona]: [Dellenbaugh, Frederick Samuel]: THE GRAND CAÑON
OF ARIZONA THROUGH THE STEREOSCOPE. THE UNDERWOOD
PATENT MAP SYSTEM COMBINED WITH EIGHTEEN ORIGINAL
STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHS. New York: Underwood & Underwood,
1908. 64pp. plus two maps (one folding) and eighteen stereoviews on captioned
stiff mounts. Narrow 12mo. Original brown cloth, gilt. Lightly shelfworn. Folding map with slight wear and a small closed tear along the left edge. Very good,
with the stereoviews in fine condition. In original cloth chemise and slipcase.
A wonderful collection of Grand Canyon scenes, including a charming snapshot
of a weather-beaten Thomas Moran, the noted western American artist, sketching
from an outcropping high above the canyon. The cards are captioned as follows:
1) “A Wonder to the primitive inhabitants – Santa Fe Train crossing Canon
Diablo Arizona.”

2) “From Red to San Francisco Mountain – a woody wilderness in Arizona.”
3) “Blown asunder by volcanic energies – Red Mountain, an extinct volcano,
northwestern Arizona.”
4) “Labyrinthine ways through the lava ash formation, Red Mountain Crater,
Arizona.”
5) “’The sinuous Colorado, yellow as the Tiber.”
6) “Among the Buttes, Red Canon Trail.”
7) “Fathoming the depth of a vanished sea – Grand Canon of Arizona from
Hance’s Cove.”
8) “Descending into Grand View Trail by a short, steep mining path.”
9) “Dendritic stalagmites in a limestone cave.”
10) “Angels’ Gateway and Newberry Terrace from Cottonwood Spring.”
11) “Beside the Colorado – Looking up to Zoroaster Tower from Pipe Creek.”
12) “Down the Granite Gorge of the Colorado (1200 ft. deep) from Pyrites Point.”

13) “Prospecting for Gold, Indian Gardens.”
14) “Rounding Cape Horn on the Bright Angel Trail.”
15) “Thos. Moran, America’s great scenic artist, sketching at Bright Angel Cove,
Arizona.”
16) “’Over all broods a solemn silence,’ – sunset at O’Neill’s Point.”
17) “Overlooking Nature’s greatest Amphitheatre-from Rowe’s Point.”
18) “On the brink, one mile above the river...W. from Rowe’s Point.”
On the verso of each card is a lengthy description of the relevant image, with the
text often taken from other works, mainly by Dellenbaugh and Powell, followed
by the card caption translated into several languages, including French, German,
Spanish, Swedish, and Cyrillic. Of Thomas Moran the editors write: “The famous

man on that rock yonder has done immense service to the world by interpreting
the glories of the Canyon to other people’s eyes....He has the true artist’s eye for
magnificence of form and color, and the skill of a trained craftsman in expressing
his conception of nature’s beauty.”
The accompanying booklet, written by Dellenbaugh, includes information on the
early exploration of the canyon and offers advice for prospective gold-seekers.
The text was first published in 1900, then 1904, and as here in 1908. The first of
the two maps is a Grand Canyon tour map, while the folding map of the canyon
is keyed by number to a selection of the present stereoscopic cards. Both maps
are copyrighted 1904.
An impressive collection of Grand Canyon views.

$850.

Barnum Takes the Show on the Road
6. Barnum, P. T., editor: P.T. BARNUM’S ADVANCE COURIER. New
York: Wynkoop & Hallenbeck, 1871. 16pp, profusely illustrated. Folio. Gathered
signatures, stitched. Light foxing, otherwise entirely unmarked. Very good plus.
Rare first issue of the “greatest showman” P.T. Barnum’s Advance Courier, distributed to promote his brand new travelling “Museum, Menagerie, Caravan,
and Hippodrome,” still nearly a decade before he partnered with Bailey to create the “Greatest Show on Earth.” Despite his legacy, Barnum did not actually
enter the circus business until he was an older man. Following the devastating
fire that destroyed his American Museum, a fixture of New York City for over
two decades, the consummate huckster and entrepreneur turned his attention to
taking that show on the road. He joined with William Cameron Coup for the
enterprise, a Midwestern businessman who is credited with inventing the circus
train and multi-ring circus. Barnum generally didn’t travel with his performers;
instead, he remained in New York writing and distributing advertisements and
scouting new acts. Starting with this 1871 edition, he inundated the menagerie’s
tour destinations with copies of the Advance Courier, an elaborately illustrated
twelve- to twenty-four-page mixture of press booklet, newspaper, and entertainment column for the event.
The purpose of the Advance Courier is quite evidently to advertise Barnum’s show
and related projects, with some advertisements in German and French as well as
English. After beginning with a first person description of his decision to create the menagerie, Barnum goes on to dedicate considerable space to advertising
his autobiography, Struggles and Triumphs. The remainder of the sixteen-page
booklet is concerned with detailed illustrations and descriptions of the many
remarkable sights and sounds of his circus, including animals such as polar bear,
yak, and kangaroos, unusual humans including “the bearded infant,” Anna Leake
(born without arms), giants and dwarves, Siamese twins, and others, and a seemingly endless series of animatronics and wax sculptures. He also promises a live
demonstration of a French mitrailleuse machine gun and claims to be presenting
Hiram Powers’ renowned sculpture, The Greek Slave, “for the first time in a
traveling exhibition” (a statue which famously gained notoriety through travelling
exhibitions some decades earlier).
Never one to miss an opportunity, Barnum sold some general ad space even in
this promotional publication. This issue contains several ads for tea, transportation, grocers, and a variety of snake oils and remedies, as well as one particular
ad which begins:
“WOMEN’S RIGHTS – This growing question is agitating public opinion everywhere, and why not? Women have long been subjected to wrongs, of which
political inequality is the least....Modern civilization calls for such a reform as
will facilitate in every possible way the arduous and intricate duties of those upon
whom the comforts of home so much depend. Happily, this reform has been
established by one firm in New York. Pyle’s ‘O.K.’ Soap, hard and dry, is the

effective and economical agent of cleanliness, and his Saleratus and Cream Tartar
are absolutely pure, and suitable for all culinary purposes.”
Despite his boisterous persona, Barnum was actually a devout Christian and an avid
teetotaler, and deplored the seedy reputation of many circuses. Throughout this
promotional he peppers in brief comments assuring readers that his performers
are all under oath to civility and sobriety, that he will “never permit an intoxicated
person to enter any of [his] shows under any circumstance,” and even requests that
circus-goers report to management if they see any employee consuming alcohol.
A rare and elaborate piece of ephemera from the earliest days of P.T. Barnum’s
travelling circus, in unusually nice condition. OCLC locates only six total holdings for the Advance Courier, of which only one (Trinity College) positively holds
the 1871 issue, and at least two others do not.
$500.

Iconic Image of a Gold Hunter on His Way to California
7. [California Gold Rush]: THE INDEPENDENT GOLD HUNTER ON
HIS WAY TO CALIFORNIA. New York & Hartford: Kelloggs & Comstock,
[ca. 1850]. Handcolored lithograph, 14 x 10 inches. Expertly cleaned, conserved
around the edges. The colors quite vibrant. A handsome copy.
An iconic image of the California Gold Rush, showing a well-dressed and wellequipped argonaut just setting off on the overland journey to the gold fields of
California. The “independent gold hunter” (whose motto is given as “I neither
borrow nor lend”) is shown walking across the prairie, some 350 miles west of
St. Louis and 1700 miles from California. His clothes are clean, and his hair and
beard are neatly trimmed. He wears a frock coat, knee-high black leather boots,
and a large kettle for a hat. In a lower coat pocket are several knives and a pistol,
and in an upper pocket is a flask. He smokes a cigarette, carries a small suitcase
in his left hand, and his right hand holds a long stick on top of his right shoulder.
From the stick hang sausages, small fish, and a tea kettle. Also seen dangling
from him are the tools of his future trade: a gold mining pan, a shovel, and scales.
This copy is attractively colored in muted tones of blue, green, grey, and tan.
This lithograph was issued by two different publishers: Kelloggs & Comstock of
Hartford (with D. Needham of Buffalo as co-publisher of this copy; in other copies
Ensign & Thayer of Buffalo are listed as Kelloggs & Comstock’s co-publisher), and
by Nathaniel Currier (before his partnership with James Ives). The Currier issue
is likely the first; either issue is quite scarce. Peters singles this print out from
the vast production of the Kelloggs firm (they were second only to Currier and
Ives in productivity), saying that their western prints are “a small but important
and rare group,” and calling this lithograph “extremely interesting.” The Kelloggs & Comstock partnership dissolved in 1850, hence our dating of the print.
Not in Vail’s Gold Fever, though he does list several Gold Rush prints, nor was a
copy featured in the 1999 Huntington Library exhibit, “Land of Golden Dreams.”
A copy of the present issue sold at auction in 2018, and before that Rare Book
Hub lists no copies at auction since the sale of prints from the stock of Edward
Eberstadt & Sons in 1967. OCLC locates only a single copy of this Kelloggs &
Comstock issue, at the American Antiquarian Society. There are also copies at
the California State Library, Beinecke Library, Oakland Museum of California,
Metropolitan Museum of Art, and St. Louis Mercantile Library.
PETERS, AMERICA ON STONE, pp.246-47. PETERS, CALIFORNIA ON
STONE, p.140, plate 69. FINLAY, PICTURING VICTORIAN AMERICA 434.
OCLC 191117340.
$4500.

aftermath, was also the author of
several books about his experiences
on the frontier and the military history of the American Revolution.
This biography of Washington, using
maps from Carrington’s previous
work, Battle Maps and Charts of the
Revolution, views the first President’s
military career and strategies in the
light of the American Civil War, the
Franco-Prussian War, and the justbeginning Spanish-American War.

Extra-Illustrated with Ninety-Five Portraits and Plates
8. Carrington, Henry B.: WASHINGTON THE SOLDIER. New York: Charles
Scribner’s Sons, 1899. xx,431pp. plus frontispiece, four portraits, and twenty maps.
Extra-illustrated by the insertion of ninety-five additional portraits and plates. Half
title. Early 20th-century three-quarter red morocco and marbled boards, spine
gilt with raised bands, t.e.g. Light shelf wear. Light scattered foxing, occasional
offsetting from plates, some chipping to fore margins. Very good. Foredge and
lower edge untrimmed.
An abundantly extra-illustrated copy of the New York edition of General Carrington’s military biography of Washington, presented by Henry A. Smith to
William H. Bartlett. General Henry B. Carrington, perhaps best known for his
role in the catastrophic Fetterman massacre at Fort Phil Kearny and its extended

In addition to the illustrations and
maps from Carrington’s original
publication, this copy has been extra-illustrated by the insertion of
ninety-five additional portraits and
plates. The additional illustrations
include portraits of Washington, and
portraits of Martha Washington and
other notable figures of the Revolutionary era, and scenes of significant events in the period.
The illustrations were assembled by Henry A. Smith, who has presented this
copy to William H. Bartlett. Chicago grain magnate William H. Bartlett (18501918) was a descendant of Declaration of Independence signer Josiah Bartlett,
and cofounder of the Chicago grain firm of Bartlett, Frazier & Co. He helped
establish the Vermejo Club in New Mexico for the wealthiest and most prominent
American celebrities, which is now owned by media mogul Ted Turner. Henry
A. Smith was also a Chicago native who relocated to the East Coast, where he
became a print collector noted for his compilations of works about historic figures.
His inscription on the front free endpaper of this volume reads: “Mr. William
H. Bartlett, With sincere esteem & grateful regards. Henry A Smith, Milford,
Conn. August 28th 1912.” A unique copy of this notable military biography of
Washington.
$2500.

In his Mirror of America, Martin
Snyder describes the order of the
plates in bound copies as “erratic.”
The bound order of the plates in
this copy is as follows:

Handsome Views of Philadelphia in the Era of Good Feelings
9. Childs, C.G.: VIEWS IN PHILADELPHIA, AND ITS ENVIRONS; FROM
ORIGINAL DRAWINGS TAKEN IN 1827-30. Philadelphia: Published by C.G.
Childs, Engraver, 1827-1830. [36] text leaves, including engraved titlepage, plus
twenty-five fine engraved plates, as issued (with blank tissue guards). Small folio.
Modern half calf and marbled boards, gilt leather spine label. Minor occasional
foxing. Very good plus.
A handsome large-paper copy of this quite early example of American lithography,
and one of the nicest series of city views produced in the nineteenth century. The
work itself, originally issued in six parts, each with four plates, features engravings
of prominent churches, the state house, the Bank of Pennsylvania, the University
of Pennsylvania, the United States Mint, and the Academy of Natural Sciences,
among other important buildings. A plan of the Eastern Penitentiary was also
included in the fifth part, calling for twenty-five plates in a complete copy, as here.

15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)

1) “Philadelphia from Kensington.”
2) “Friends Meeting House Merion.”
3) “Swedish Lutheran Church.”
4) “Pennsylvania Academy of the
Fine Arts.”
5) “Christ Church.”
6) “Eaglesfield.”
7) “Academy of Natural Sciences.”
8) “Pennsylvania Hospital.”
9) “Sedgeley Park.”
10) “University.”
11) “Pennsylvania Institution for the
Deaf and Dumb.”
12) “Widows and Orphans Asylum.”
13) “Bank of the United States.”
14) “State House.”

“Girard’s Bank.”
“View on the Schuylkill. From the Old Water Works.”
“Bank of Pennsylvania.”
“First Congregational Unitarian Church.”
“Schuylkill Canal at Manayunk.”
“United States Mint.”
“Fair Mount Water Works. From the West Bank of the Schuylkill.”
“Fair Mount Water-works. From the Reservoir.”
“Saints Stephens Church.”
“Eastern Penitentiary.”
“Plan of the Eastern Penitentiary.”

A very nice copy of the large-paper edition of Childs’ wonderful view book of
Philadelphia.
HOWES C383, “aa.” DECKER 48:241. DAB VII, pp.467-68. SABIN 12731.
SNYDER, MIRROR OF AMERICA, pp.70-77.
$3500.

Unrecorded German-Language Anti-Copperhead Print
10. [Civil War]: COPPERHEADS UND SOLDATEN [caption title]. [Philadelphia]: King & Baird, [ca. 1864]. Illustrated card, 4¼ x 3 inches, printed on
both sides. Lightly soiled. Very good.
A small but venomous unrecorded German-language illustrated card criticizing
the Copperhead Democrats’ two-faced attitudes towards soldiers during the Civil
War. The first side, containing a further caption titled (in translation) “Position of the Copperheads During the War,” shows a Peace Democrat with knife
drawn, preparing to plunge it into the back of a Union soldier as he marches off
to war. The quotations printed below are German translations of statements from
Democrats and the Democratic platform, including one from Theodore Runyon
(future ambassador to Germany), declaring that “No hireling in the livery of
Abraham Lincoln should be allowed within a mile of the polls on election day.”
The reverse, with a German-language sub-caption translating to “Position of the
Copperheads After the War,” shows a Peace Democrat with a monstrous face
consoling a wounded soldier, but still concealing a knife behind his back. The
soldier has had one of his legs amputated at the thigh. The quotation printed
below is from the 1864 Pennsylvania Democratic Party platform, and reads “Seventh – that the nation is committed to show deserved gratitude to the gallant
men of our Army and Navy for their valiant defense of the Constitution and the
Union.” This card was printed by King and Baird, remarkably prolific Philadelphia printers in both English and German throughout the mid-19th century.
Their German productions in particular tended towards the political, including
campaign biographies and advertisements for Republican candidates as well as
other pamphlets repudiating Copperhead Democrats and the Rebels. Given the
large contingent of German soldiers in the Union army, this printed card was
likely designed to secure their votes for the Republican Party in the 1864 elections. A very rare piece of German-language political ephemera from the Civil
War; we locate no other copies.
$850.

its outstanding views of the peoples
and scenery of the Hawaiian and
Pacific islands and the far Northwest.

Fine Atlas Volume of Cook’s Final Voyage
11. [Cook, James]: [ATLAS VOLUME TO FIRST EDITION OF COOK’S
V oyage to the P acific o cean ]. [London: W. and A. Strahan: for G. Nicol,
1784]. Sixty-one plates and two charts (one folding, one double-page), most with
original tissue guards. Large folio. 20th-century three-quarter mottled calf and
marbled boards, spine richly gilt, red and green morocco labels. Light scattered
foxing and soiling, rarely touching plates. “General Chart” with two neatly repaired tears near the edges. A handsome, untrimmed copy.
A complete, untrimmed copy of the atlas volume that accompanied the official
first publication of Cook’s third and final voyage. This atlas is very notable for

“Cook’s third voyage was organized
to seek the Northwest Passage and
to return [the islander] Omai to Tahiti. Officers of the crew included
William Bligh, James Burney, James
Colnett, and George Vancouver.
John Webber was appointed artist
to the expedition. After calling at
Kerguelen Island, Tasmania, New
Zealand, and the Cook, Tonga, and
Society Islands, the expedition sailed
north and discovered Christmas
Island and the Hawaiian Islands,
which Cook named the Sandwich
Islands. Cook charted the American
west coast from Northern California through the Bering Strait as
far north as latitude 70 degrees 44
minutes before he was stopped by
pack ice. He returned to Hawaii
for the winter and was killed in an
unhappy skirmish with the natives.
Charles Clarke took command and
after he died six months later, the
ships returned to England under
John Gore. Despite hostilities with
the United States and France, the
scientific nature of this expedition
caused the various governments to exempt these vessels from capture. The voyage resulted in what Cook judged his most valuable discovery – the Hawaiian
Islands” – Hill.
The large folio atlas which accompanied the first edition was printed at the expense of the public, and as such the entire set was sold “at the same price as it
would be if without Plates excepting a small allowance for the cost of the paper
& rolling press”: in this case, three and a half pounds (Admiral Henry Dundas,
as quoted in Forbes). The first edition was a roaring success, and is said to have
sold out within three days. A lovely, untrimmed copy of the folio atlas to Cook’s
Third Voyage.
FORBES 62.
$11,000.

Alexander’s survey is known for achieving a remarkable level of accuracy and detail while also preserving
traditional systems of Hawaiian land ownership, and
doing so considerably before the United States Government Land Office established its own official survey.
“In the course of executing their mission, Alexander
and his staff left another legacy as well: they captured
cartographically the vestiges of the traditional Hawaiian system of land tenure. Employing and consulting
Hawaiians when working in the field, the government
surveyors documented ancient boundaries and names
of land units and the features within them. Because so
much of Hawaiian culture was rooted in the relation
of people to the land, the preservation of that land
system was an important component in the preservation of Hawaiian culture” – Moffat & Fitzpatrick.
The color coding on the map designates lands that
belong to the Crown (in yellow), as designated by
Kamehameha III in 1848, and government lands (in
green), whose revenues belong to the government.
The map of Maui features several other colors to
cope with the land complexities of Maui, such as the
semi-independent territory of Wailuku on the north
side of the island, colored here in pink.

Rare and Important Map of Maui
12. Dodge, Frank S.: Alexander, William DeWitt, surveyor: HAWAIIAN
GOVERNMENT SURVEY. MAUI HAWAIIAN ISLANDS. [New York]: Julius
Bien & Company, 1885 [i.e. 1886]. Lithographed colored map, 29¾ x 37¾ inches.
Neat splits along lowest fold, with some tape repairs on verso. Bit of tanning
along the fold lines. Very good.
A large and significant folding map of Maui, drawn by Frank S. Dodge after survey work by William DeWitt Alexander and the Hawaiian Government Survey.

“[Dodge] finished late in 1885, following completion of survey work on West Maui that was done in
large part by Sereno E. Bishop. The map was sent
to Julius Bien in New York, who printed five hundred
copies in the spring of 1886. As seen here, the map
shows the ancient districts, or moku...as well as the
ahupua and the ili, along with the grants and awards
by which they were held....Dodge’s map of Maui...
is a tribute to the skill and dedication of the staff of
the Hawaiian Government Survey...and the accuracy
of the coastline of Maui and all of its internal features on this map can be traced
back to the painstaking effort of Alexander and his staff” – Moffat & Fitzpatrick.
OCLC records this rare and important map at only six institutions in the United
States, and two in Europe. This edition is not in Rumsey, who only records
the version printed in the Report of the Governor of the Territory of Hawaii to the
Secretary of the Interior, 1906.
OCLC 60373807, 900268741. RUMSEY 3705.006 (later edition). Riley M. Moffat & Gary L. Fitzpatrick, Mapping the Lands and Waters of Hawai’i (Honolulu:
Editions Limited, 2004).
$2750.

Rare Chromolithographs of Lake Chautauqua
13. [Dodge, Loudon Underhill]: ILLUSTRATED CHAUTAUQUA [cover title].
Buffalo: Dodge Art Publishing Co., [ca. 1882]. Ten chromolithographic views,
each 3½ x 6 inches, nine of them printed on a single accordion-fold sheet and
the tenth mounted on cloth portfolio, plus one page of text mounted to portfolio
interior. 12mo. Original printed blue paper over cloth boards, chromolithographic
view mounted to “front” board. Spine slightly frayed, edges rubbed, front hinge
cracked but strong. Light tanning to edges of interior views, but illustrations
bright and clean. Very good plus.
A very rare illustrated view book for Lake Chautauqua in upstate New York. Along
with Illustrated Florida, this is the only other work published in the Dodge Art
Publishing Company’s planned “Illustrated Resorts” series, and is composed of
beautiful scenic lithographs of lake-goers enjoying Chautauqua, with a particular
focus on sail and steamboats. The final image takes the form of a stylized map
of Lake Chautauqua, and contains a list of the other “Illustrated Resorts” which
never came to fruition. The text, surrounded by an elaborate faux-Egyptian illustrated border, describes Lake Chautauqua’s attractions and nearby methods
of transportation including steamship and railway. The text printed on the rear
board of this copy reads “With compliments of the Passenger Department of the
Buffalo, New York & Philadelphia Railroad Co.,” suggesting that some copies of
this work were distributed as souvenirs or travel advertisements.
The illustrations (apart from the map described above) are: “Going Through the
Outlet”; “Lakewood N.Y.P.&O.R.R.”; “Bemus Point”; “Moonlight at the Narrows”;
“Long Point”; “Fair Point”; “Point Chautauqua”; “The Lake from Mayville”; and
“Looking West Near Fluvanna” (the cover illustration).
Loudon Dodge was a native of New York who served in the National Guard during the Civil War. After several failed business ventures throughout the 1870s
he settled on painting and lithography, and the views in this collection were
lithographed after Dodge’s own original works. The lithographs themselves were
printed by Cosack & Company, which had at the time the largest pressroom in
the United States and specialized in color printing. OCLC records only a single
copy of this rare view book, at the University of Delaware.
OCLC 8286326.
$975.

This is apparently one of only two
publications in Dodge’s planned
“Illustrated Resorts” series, along
with Illustrated Chautauqua. Loudon Dodge was a native of New
York who served in the National
Guard during the Civil War. After
several failed business ventures
throughout the 1870s, he settled
on painting and lithography, and
the views in this collection were
lithographed after Dodge’s own
original paintings, made in 1882.
The views are titled:

Attractive Chromolithographic Views of Florida
14. [Florida]: [Dodge, Loudon Underhill]: ILLUSTRATED FLORIDA [slipcase title]. Buffalo: Dodge Art Publishing Co., 1882. Twenty chromolithographic
views printed on card stock, approximately 4¾ x 7¼ inches, (one of which is
mounted on the slipcase). Original cloth slipcase with view of Lower St. Johns
River mounted to front, oval label for Ashmead Bros. Publishers on the rear. Cloth
and cover illustration a bit worn. Occasional small marginal tears or chips, just
into image of “Ocklawaha, Night” and “Sunny land of fruits & flowers.” Colors
quite bright. Very good overall.
A rare and attractive set of twenty small chromolithographic views of Florida.
These views, published by Dodge Art Publishing in Buffalo, New York but distributed by the Ashmead Brothers in Jacksonville, depict beautiful scenes of the
southernmost state’s cities and natural landscape in the early days of its’ tourist era.

11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

“Oklawaha River by day.”
“Silver Springs.”
“River front, Palatka.”
“Mitchell Estate, St. Johns River.”
“Oklawaha, night.”
“Fernandina Harbor.”
“Balls Orange Arch, St. Augustine.”
“Ruins of Dungeness.”
“Sunrise, Orange Lake.”
“Way down in Dixie.”

1) “Lower St. Johns River” [cover
illustration].
2) “Bay Street, Jacksonville.”
3) “Views of St. Augustine.”
4) “On the Upper St. Johns River.”
5) “Old Spanish Fort & Harbor,
St. Augustine.”
6) “Moonlight on St. Johns River,
near Governors Creek.”
7) “Street in St. Augustine.”
8) “Sunny land of fruits & flowers.”
9) “Orange grove, St. Johns River.”
10) “Residence Street, Jacksonville.”

While the Ashmead brothers issued over 10,000 copies according to a contemporary advertisement, Illustrated Florida is now quite scarce: OCLC records only
seven copies, five of which are in Florida.
SERVIES 7197. OCLC 1700056.
$1750.

Very Rare View of a Historic Pennsylvania Community
15. Fowler, Thaddeus M.: VIEW OF WELLSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA.
1903. Morrisville, Pa.: Drawn & Published by T.M. Fowler, 1903. Lithographic
print, 17 x 21 inches. Several small closed tears to margins and a bit of spotting
in margins, neither touching image. A handful of minor creases, some reinforced
with tape on verso. Very good.
A rare and informative birds-eye view of the small borough of Wellsville in York
County, Pennsylvania. The view itself shows the entire small town surrounded

by trees and mountains, with insets of major
landmarks including the two churches, the post
office, three factories billowing smoke (manufacturing fly nets and whips), businesses, and
the 18th-century Quaker meeting house. The
view was drawn and published by Thaddeus M. Fowler, a veteran of the Union
army wounded at the Second Battle of Bull Run, who is known primarily for his
extensive output of panoramic and pictorial maps, especially of Pennsylvania. A
walk through Wellsville today would look quite familiar to Fowler, as nearly the
entire community was placed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1977.
This particular view of his is exceedingly rare: it is not recorded on OCLC, nor is
it included in the extensive collections of Fowler’s work at the Library of Congress
or the Pennsylvania State Archives. Reps locates a single copy, at the New-York
Historical Society, although it does not appear in their online catalogue.
REPS, VIEWS &VIEWMAKERS 3709.
$950.

pages and has the folding maps dated
March 1823, as in this copy. The
bookplate on the front pastedown is
that of Henry Thomas Liddell, 1st
Earl Ravensworth. Liddell was a
Tory politician who argued in favor
of Catholic Emancipation in the
late 19th century.

Franklin’s First Voyage
16. Franklin, John, Capt.: NARRATIVE OF A JOURNEY TO THE SHORES
OF THE POLAR SEA, IN THE YEARS 1819, 20, 21, AND 22...WITH AN
APPENDIX ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS RELATING TO SCIENCE AND
NATURAL HISTORY.... London: John Murray, 1823. xvi,768pp. including one
in-text diagram, plus thirty-one plates (eleven in color) and four folding maps.
Half title. Quarto. Contemporary calf, ruled and tooled in gilt, expertly rebacked
to style in matching gilt calf, gilt leather label. Minor shelf wear, bookplate on
front pastedown (see below). Light scattered foxing, some offsetting from plates.
A very good, attractive copy.
First edition, first issue of the narrative of Franklin’s first expedition of 1819-22.
Two issues were published of this first edition, both in 1823; the first collates 768

Franklin, along with naturalist Dr.
John Richardson, was appointed to
lead an expedition overland from
Hudson Bay to east of the mouth
of the Copper-Mine River for the
purposes of establishing the latitudes and longitudes of the northern coast of America, developing a
correct geographical description of
the country, and searching for a
northwest passage. Franklin’s narrative includes a great deal of detail
regarding the country, indigenous
people, the murder of Robert Hood,
and the disappointment of failing
to find a passage. Franklin’s second
expedition would be somewhat more
successful, but the complete loss
of his third and final expedition
would launch decades of similarly
dangerous recovery attempts. Sabin
calls the appendix valuable in its
contribution to the knowledge of
natural history in the area, including nearly one hundred pages of scientific details regarding the Aurora Borealis.
The handsome plates include illustrations of the native peoples, landscapes, flora
and fauna, ships at sea, and more. “’The views of Arctic scenery with which these
volumes are both illustrated and embellished, are of extreme beauty.’ – Quarterly
Review” – Sabin.
“Franklin’s Narrative is of interest not only as a document of human courage
and endurance, but also for its depiction of the Indians – Cree, Dog-Rib, and
Chipewyan – on whom the survival of the expedition at least depended. Of note
is Dr. Richardson’s detailed account of the Cree, whom he observed daily during
his winter’s stay at Cumberland House” – Wagner-Camp.
WAGNER-CAMP 23:1. FIELD 560. HILL 635. GRAFF 1406. LANDE 1181.
PEEL 80. PILLING, PROOF-SHEETS 1326. SABIN 25624. TPL 1248. ABBEY
635. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 47.
$4500.

Rare and Early Hawaiian Speller
17. [Hawaii]: MY FIRST BOOK OF READING AND SPELLING. Honolulu:
Press of the Am. Mission, 1845. 60pp., including in-text woodcut illustrations.
12mo. Unbound folded and gathered sheets, as issued. Scattered foxing. Very
good plus. Untrimmed and unopened. In a grey cloth slipcase.
A very rare and early illustrated textbook printed in Honolulu. This copy, still
unbound, untrimmed, and unopened, was given to the Hawaiian Mission Children’s Society (HMCS) in 1936 by Charlotte Van Cleve Hall, granddaughter of
missionary and printer Edwin Oscar Hall.
“The text of this reader begins with simple alphabets, then progresses to names
of objects with simple definitions and illustrative woodcuts. By page 16 there are
paragraphs on a variety of subjects, again illustrated. On pages 37-40 [i.e. 38-40]
there is the often-told tale of George Washington and the cherry tree. An article
on the ‘Bethel Flag’ on page 47 is illustrated with a woodcut of a three-masted
ship, and immediately following are illustrated articles on various chapels and
churches for seamen, including that at New Bedford, and the famous Floating
Church at New York” – Forbes.
Edwin Oscar Hall came to Hawaii as a missionary in 1832 and spent most of
his life on the Islands, although in 1839 he also spent a year in Oregon with a
printing press in order to facilitate printing in the indigenous languages of the
Pacific Northwest. During his time in Hawaii, he was Minister of Finance under
Kamehameha III and Minister of the Interior under William Lunalilo. He was
also a founding member of the HMCS. A gift inscription on the preliminary
blank states that this copy of My First Book was gifted to the HMCS by Hall’s
granddaughter Charlotte in 1936, a lifelong Honolulu resident and officer in the
Hawaiian chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution. OCLC locates
this rare pamphlet at only four institutions: The New York Public Library, Library of Congress, the Bishop Museum in Honolulu, and the Alexander Turnbull
Library in New Zealand. Forbes locates further copies only on the Islands, in
the Hawaiian State Archives, Hawaiian Historical Society, and HMCS. This is
the first copy we have handled.
FORBES 1560. FORBES, TREASURES OF HAWAIIAN HISTORY 52.
$5000.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

leaves detached, rear wrapper torn. Edges
worn without loss to text or image, light
foxing and soiling. Good plus.
A simple yet effective publication – its
ephemeral nature has ensured that it is
now rare. Hawaiian Fishes was designed to
promote the Honolulu Aquarium (opened in
March 1904 and operated by the Honolulu
Rapid Transit & Land Company) and includes twenty spectacular chromolithograph
plates, beginning with Hawaii’s notoriously
long-winded state fish. These were printed
by the famous New York chromolithographers Julius Bien & Co. after what the text
calls “the ablest fish painters in the United
States”: C.C. Hudson, A.H. Baldwin, and
Kako Morita. The plates were originally
published in David Starr Jordan and Barton Warren Evermann’s Aquatic Resources
of the Hawaiian Islands (Washington, 1905,
three volumes). The text notes, “the use
of the original plates used in this work has
been permitted [by the U.S. Fish Commission], and the Honolulu Rapid Transport
Company has caused twenty of the most
representative” to be printed. The text
also includes quotes about the aquarium
from Dr. Starr Jordan, William Jennings
Bryant, Jack London, and ends with Twain’s
eleven-line poem, “Mark Twain on Hawaii”:
“For me its balmy airs are always blowing,
its summer seas flashing in the sun; / The
pulsing of its surf-beat is in my ears.”

“I never dreamed of so wonderful
an orgy of color and form” – Jack London
18. [Hawaii]: [Honolulu Aquarium]: HAWAIIAN FISHES [wrapper title]. [Honolulu: Published by the Honolulu Rapid Transit & Land Company by permission
of the U.S. Fish Commission, ca. 1907]. Three leaves of text, plus photographically illustrated frontispiece and twenty chromolithograph plates. Small oblong
folio. Original printed grey wrappers. Spine perished, front wrapper and first two

The Honolulu Aquarium, now known as
the Waikiki Aquarium, was a roaring success and continues today as the second
oldest operating aquarium in the United States (after the New York Aquarium).
In the aquarium’s early years, a number of smaller variations on this work were
printed to be sold as souvenirs, most of which with fewer illustrations printed on
a single accordion-fold sheet. This first edition in grey wrappers is the only one
to be printed as a book, and features considerably larger plates (9½ x 12 inches,
rather than 4½ x 6½). A rare and attractive Hawaiian color plate book.
NISSEN ZBI 2141 (ref).
$1500.

Early Handcolored Hawaiian Souvenir
19. [Hawaii Photographica]: [ALBUM OF HANDCOLORED PHOTOGRAPHS
FEATURING ICONIC IMAGES OF HAWAII NEAR THE TURN OF THE
20th CENTURY, THE PHOTOGRAPHS CAPTIONED IN MANUSCRIPT].
[Hawaii. N.d., ca. 1900]. Twenty-six handcolored photographs, 4¾ x 6¾ inches,
mounted on twenty-four leaves and both pastedowns, each with manuscript caption. Quarto. Contemporary limp black cloth. Cloth lightly rubbed and stained.
One photograph loose; the photographs clean and bright. Very good.

An interesting souvenir album from
the Hawaiian Islands, consisting entirely of handcolored photographs.
While the photographs are of uniform
size and many are labeled in the image in addition to their manuscript
captions, it is not clear if the album was intentionally produced as a
souvenir or was put together by the
original owner from existing photographs. Professional handcoloring
on photographs was already known
by the early 1840s, but larger scale
handcoloring for souvenir albums
such as this did not become more
popular in North America until the
1910s and 20s. However, the process had become popular for tourist
photography in Japan from at least
the 1860s, and that nation’s strong
influence in the Hawaiian Islands
might explain this early American
exemplar. Our pioneering colorist
took up the task with gusto (if not an abundance of precision), applying bright
greens and blues to the scenery and displaying an unflinching dedication to pink
sunsets. Images in this album include lei vendors, workers on a sugar cane plantation, rice fields on Diamond Head, the Royal Palace, a magma flow, various
trees and plants including coconuts and mangoes, Punahou Street in Honolulu,
and the U.S. Marine Hospital’s grounds in Lahaina.
An early example of a popular early 20th-century trend in souvenirs, and an interesting collection of photographs documenting some of the most recognizable
Hawaiian sights from around the turn of the century.
$2500.

pp. plus folding map and two folding plates; [2],422,[2]pp.
plus frontispiece portrait and two folding plates; [2],430,[2]
pp. plus frontispiece and one folding plate; [2],408,[32]pp.
plus folding frontispiece. Titlepages printed in red and
black, numerous woodcut decorations and initials throughout, publisher’s advertisements at the end of all but second
volume. Uniformly bound in 19th-century three-quarter
calf and marbled boards, spine gilt with raised bands, t.e.g.
Spines a bit sunned, joints worn, shelf wear, corners bumped.
Folding map in second volume backed on linen; frontispiece in fourth volume trimmed into platemark without
touching image; frontispiece in fifth volume trimmed into
border image and first letter of caption. Occasional pencil
annotations throughout. A very good set, complete with
all plates and maps.
The first English edition of Herrera’s Historia, a work
of paramount importance in the history of the Americas,
complete with all fifteen plates and three folding maps.
Originally published in Madrid in nine parts between 1601
and 1615, Herrera’s magnum opus remains valuable for
its accounts of many of the earliest explorers, including
Cortes, Cabeça de Vaca, Coronado, Ulloa, De Soto, Fray
Marcos de Niza and Cabrillo. It also gives summary accounts of the conquest, colonization and progress of the
Spanish colonial enterprise in the Americas throughout the
16th century. Herrera was the official historian to Philip
II and was able to examine many documents which were
later destroyed, making his work a primary document in
its own right. At least the first and possibly the second
volumes of this first English edition were printed in the
office of Samuel Palmer in 1725, during the period when
Benjamin Franklin was employed there.

First English Edition of a Foundational History
20. Herrera, Antonio de: Stevens, John, translator: THE GENERAL HISTORY OF THE VAST CONTINENT AND ISLANDS OF AMERICA,
COMMONLY CALL’D, THE WEST INDIES, FROM THE FIRST DISCOVERY THEREOF...TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY CAPTAIN
JOHN STEVENS. London: Printed for Jer. Batley, 1725-1726. Six volumes.
[14],379,[1]pp. plus frontispiece portrait, folding map, and two folding plates;
[2],436pp. plus folding map of South America and four folding plates; [2],418,[2]

“A grand chorus of writers, from Nicholas Antonio down
to Thomas W. Field, unite in their testimony as to the fidelity of this Prince of
Historians. He was successively employed as historiographer by Philip II, III,
and IV, and having access to every available source of information, made free use
of many original documents which had never before been printed, and which no
longer exist in MS” – Sabin.
HILL 804. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 725/195. WAGNER, SPANISH SOUTHWEST 12i. BORBA DE MORAES, p.399. PALAU 114314. SERVIES 295. ESTC
N1037. BEINECKE LESSER ANTILLES COLLECTION 146. FIELD 691
(1740 ed). REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 2 (note).
$5000.

board detached, cloth soiled
and discolored. A few mounts
detached, mounts toned, with
occasional soiling and foxing.
A few photographs with minor abrasions. Good condition
overall.

Photographic Tour of Fin de Siecle Jamaica
21. [Jamaica Photographica]: [VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM
COMPILED BY AN AMERICAN VISITOR, FEATURING FORTY-SIX
SUBSTANTIAL VIEWS OF LATE 19th-CENTURY JAMAICA]. [Kingston,
and other locations in Jamaica. ca. 1895]. Forty-six sepia-tone photographs, either
4 x 6 inches or 6 x 8 inches, mounted in an album. Oblong quarto. Contemporary
three-quarter calf and pebbled brown cloth, front board gilt. Spine perished, front

An attractive album of Caribbean images, containing almost
fifty original photographs showing views of Kingston, Jamaica
and its environs during the last
decade of the 19th century.
The album comprises a wide
range of settings in and around
Kingston, including numerous shoreline and harbor views
(some showing people in sailboats or rowboats), a number
of street views, a handful of
images of fruit groves, notable
residences and other buildings,
rural views, a scene of several
people and their horse-drawn
carriage outside a barn, churches, a railroad depot, and more.
The photographs are present
in two distinct sizes; one of the larger-format pictures is titled in pencil on the
verso, “Palmetto Ave. Kingston.” One of the smaller-format photographs is noted
as “Bakers Grove.”
The compiler of the album is unknown, though he or she was most likely American; the photograph album was manufactured in New York by Felix Reifschnelder,
with his label on the inside rear board.
A handsome group of photographs featuring the people and places of Kingston,
Jamaica at the end of the 19th century.
$1250.

Young Buddhists in California in 1954,
Photographed by the Former Official Photographer
of the Topaz Internment Camp
22. [Japanese-American Photographica]: [Western Young Buddhist League]:
13th ANNUAL W.Y.B.L. CONVENTION MARCH 25, 26, 27, 1955 [caption
title]. Oakland, Ca.: Utsumi Studio, [1955]. Panoramic silver gelatin photograph,
8 x 30¼ inches. Minor edge wear, a few soft creases, mild surface soiling. Very
good plus.
An appealing panoramic photograph featuring the attendees of the 1955 conference
of the Western Young Buddhist League. The photograph captures a few hundred
finely-dressed Japanese-American men and women posed in a courtyard in Oakland,
California. Various delegates to the conference hold handwritten signs, indicating their home cities and regional organizations, which include Marysville, Palo
Alto, San Mateo, San Francisco, Fresno, Oakland, Sacramento, Delta, Pasadena,
and numerous other smaller California cities and locales. There are also banners
for attendees from the Stockton Chapter of the Y.B.A., the Coast District of the

Young Buddhist Association and the Central California Young Buddhist Association. The elders of the organization sit in chairs in front of the young Bussei.
Interestingly, this photograph was taken by Oakland photographer Kinji Utsumi, a
photographer in the Bay Area both before and after World War II. Utsumi bought
his photo studio in 1941, but was forced to close at the outset of the JapaneseAmerican internment period. He then became one of the official photographers at
the Topaz internment camp in Utah; he is mentioned in the Ramblings yearbooks
for Topaz High School during the internment period. After the war, Utsumi
returned to Franklin Street in Oakland and opened another photographic studio.
A rare image of a large organization of young Japanese-American Buddhists in
California in the middle of the Eisenhower years, with no copies reported in
OCLC.
$1250.

Presentation Copy
with Two Mounted Photographic Portraits of Hawaiian Rulers
23. Jarves, James Jackson: HISTORY OF THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS: EMBRACING THEIR ANTIQUITIES, MYTHOLOGY, LEGENDS, DISCOVERY
BY EUROPEANS IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY, RE-DISCOVERY BY
COOK, WITH THEIR CIVIL, RELIGIOUS AND POLITICAL HISTORY,
FROM THE EARLIEST TRADITIONARY PERIOD TO THE YEAR
1846. Honolulu: Henry M. Whitney, 1872. 242pp. printed in two columns and
including in-text illustrations, plus 18pp. of printed advertisements. Photographic
frontispiece plus extra photographic portrait. Original half calf and pebbled cloth,
spine gilt. Light shelf wear, spine fraying at extremities. Scattered light foxing,
text block somewhat creased near gutter, not harming legibility. Contemporary
presentation inscription on front free endpaper, later ownership inscription on
front pastedown. Very good overall.
“The fourth, revised, edition of Jarves’ History, first published in 1843 in Boston...
and London....This is the second edition to be printed and published in Honolulu
and is interesting for its early use of an albumen photograph of Kamehameha V
added as a frontispiece. All copies have the frontispiece leaf with a rule border and
title printed below...but not all copies have the actual photograph added” – Forbes.
This copy is particularly interesting for the addition of another albumen photograph, this one of William Lunalilo, who became Hawaii’s first elected monarch
when he took the throne after Kamehameha V’s death in January of 1873. The
contemporary owner has added birth and death dates in manuscript in the margins
of Kamehameha’s portrait and captioned that of Lunalilo similarly. The front free
endpaper contains a presentation inscription in the same hand which reads, “Capt.
Peleg P. Shepherd, Compl[iments] of R. Newcomb. Honolulu Jan 1st 1875.”
Robert Newcomb and his partner Thomas Cross were bookbinders and printers
on Oahu, who are also credited with printing the first lithographed sheet music
of the 1867 version of the Hawaiian national anthem, composed by Lili’uokalani.
In addition to the new frontispiece, this revised edition of Jarves’ seminal work
adds an appendix, written by the publisher Henry M. Whitney, which presents
details and statistics of the Hawaiian Islands at the time of publication, along
with a “Historical Sketch of Hawaiian Volcanoes” and several pages of tables
presenting the results of the 1866 census. Though completely reorganized to
be printed in two columns, many of the illustrations from the first edition have
been maintained in the new layout. In the rear of the volume are eighteen pages
of printed advertisements for Hawaiian businesses, including one for the book
and stationery shop of Thomas Thrum, who eventually bought the remainder of
this edition and reissued it in the 1880s without the frontispiece photograph or
printed ads.
An interesting presentation copy of this important Hawaiian history, enhanced
by the addition of a rare original albumen portrait of Hawaii’s first elected ruler.
FORBES 2957.
$1850.

Italian Edition of La Pérouse, in Remarkable Original Condition
24. La Pérouse, Jean François de Galaup: VIAGGIO DI LA PÉROUSE
INTORNO AL MONDO, Tradotto dal Cav. Angelo Petracchi.... Milano:
Dalla Tipografia Sonzogno e Comp., 1815. Four volumes. xviii,236,[26]; 296;
272; iv,298,[28]pp., plus frontispiece portrait, sixteen handcolored plates, folding map in volume four (handcolored in outline), and laid-in publisher’s notices
in volumes three and four. 12mo. Original pictorial wrappers. Minor soiling to
wrappers, chip to upper outer corner of front wrapper of first volume, very slight
chipping to extremities of spines. Light foxing to first few pages of first volume.
An exceptional set. Untrimmed.
The first Italian edition of La Pérouse’s monumental journey, here in beautiful
original condition, and rarely encountered thus.
“La Pérouse’s expedition was one of the most important scientific explorations ever
undertaken to the Pacific and the west coast of North America....The charge to the
expedition was to examine such parts of the region as had not been explored by
Captain Cook; to seek for an interoceanic passage; to make scientific observations
on the various countries, peoples, and products; to obtain reliable information
about the fur trade and the extent of Spanish settlements in California; and to
promote the inducements for French enterprise in that quarter....La Pérouse and
his men did important geographical research [including visits to Easter Island,
the first on-shore visit to Hawaii by Europeans, Macao, Formosa, the Aleutian
Islands, Samoa, Tonga, and Australia]....The voyage also included the first foreign
scientific group ever to visit Alta California....La Pérouse sent dispatches back to
France from Kamchatka and Botany Bay.” – Hill. La Pérouse sent back copies of
his journals throughout the journey, both overland across Russia and via British
ships met at Botany Bay in the spring of 1788. After he left Australia, his party
was never seen again, and it was not until the 1820s that the wrecks of his ships
were discovered on a reef in the Santa Cruz group. When it became clear that
something had happened to the expedition, a decision was made to publish the
journals he had transmitted home.
This first Italian edition, printed in Milan in 1815 as the first in a series of postCook voyages published by Sonzogno e Compagni, precedes the first Italian
edition of Cook, and is testament to La Pérouse’s enduring popularity on the
continent. Very rare in any state, this copy is untrimmed and complete in original
wrappers. Included is the frontispiece portrait of La Pérouse (often lacking), all
sixteen beautiful colored plates, the folding map, subscriber lists in both the first
and fourth volumes, and laid-in publisher’s circulars in volumes three and four.
A beautiful copy of one of the finest narratives of maritime exploration.
FORBES 445. FERGUSON 609. McLAREN 25. HOWES L93.
$4500.

Unrecorded Broadside for a Lecture and Wild West Show
25. Lindley, Curtis W.: COMING THE AMERICAN TRAVELER CURTIS
W. LINDLEY IN A THRILLING LECTURE ON THE SIOUX INDIANS.
[N.p. March 1908]. Single sheet, printed in blue and red, 6¼ x 12½ inches. With
three illustrations from photographs. Old folds. Short separations at fold edges.
Dated in pencil in lower margin (March 13, 1908). Very good.
An illustrated broadside advertising an early 20th-century lecture and small-time
Wild West show from the period in which Native American history was being
made into popular entertainment. While sensationalism and entertainment were
no doubt a part of Curtis Lindley’s performances, he and his audiences consistently referred to them as “historical lectures” and he appears to have been taken
seriously as a scholar of Native American culture. Lindley was described by at
least one newspaper as “one of the foremost living authorities on Indian matters,” supposedly learning his information first-hand by studying the language of
the Dakota and Lakota. He lectured frequently at events, hospitals, and schools
including government Indian Schools. A Logan, Ohio newspaper described one
of his upcoming shows in 1907:
“On the plains and among the hills Mr. Lindley has met the old men of the different tribes and speaking with them in their own tongue has enabled him to get
from them facts concerning their life and customs that could be obtained no other
way. The first part of the program will consist of an account of how Custer and
his men met their death at the hands of the Sioux on the Little Big Horn. In the
dress of a plainsman he will give an interesting description of this battle just as
he has gotten it from Indians who were among those that fought the 7th Cavalry.
The second part of the program Mr. Lindley will give his intensely stirring lecture
on the Sioux Indians. He will appear in full Indian costume, war paint, eagle
feathers, etc., as Chief Red Cloud, and will tell of the formation of tribes, reservation life of today, their life and customs of the past and will illustrate with a fine
collection of rare and interesting curios....He will tell you why the Sioux scalp,
give the war yell and together with Mrs. Lindley, also in full Indian dress, will
sing their songs and chants. No one is better qualified to speak on Indian affairs
than Mr. Lindley” – The Democrat-Sentinel, December 5, 1907. Mrs. Lindley is
noted on this broadside as the show’s business manager.
We locate no other copies of this rare broadside or others advertising Lindley
and his lectures.
$675.

Rare Patriotic Mexican-Americana War Print
26. [Mexican-American War]: 1847. SEAT OF WAR & BATTLES. 1847
[caption title]. New York: Ensigns & Thayer, 1847. Handcolored engraving, 30
x 22 inches. Light creases. Minor foxing, a few small closed tears in the margins,
with one longer closed tear extending into image. Very good overall. Matted.
A very rare colored patriotic print from the tail end of the Mexican-American
War, created after Winfield Scott’s capture of Mexico City, and featuring a combination of text, illustrations, and a map. At the top are illustrations of Generals
Scott and Taylor, with brief descriptions of their military careers printed below.
Other illustrations include the “Capture of Gen. La Vega,” “Battle at Buena Vesta
[sic],” portraits of generals Santa Anna and Ampudia, “Battle of Churubusco,” and
a view of the city of Vera Cruz and the Castle of San Juan de Ulloa. Most of the
illustrations are accompanied by a short descriptive paragraph, mostly relating
dates, force strengths, and numbers of killed and wounded (with the number of
killed and wounded Mexican soldiers typically exaggerated). The descriptions of
the Battles of Contreras and Churubusco are particularly extended, and end with
a paragraph which reads: “After various sittings of the Mexican commissioners
and Mr. Trist, without coming to an agreement upon terms, the conference was
broken off, and the faithless enemy at once broke the armistice.” The author
naturally neglects to mention that Taylor himself violated the previous armistice,
only a few months earlier. The map at the center, labeled “MAP OF THE SEAT
OF WAR,” is actually a segment taken from one of Ensigns & Thayer’s earlier
publications, Ornamental Map of the United States & Mexico. The haste with
which they printed this broadside to keep up with events of the war is evident,
as many of the labels and place names near the edges of the map are simply cut
off by the border.
The Mexican-American war is generally considered the first American war to
receive extensive media coverage. In a mixture of patriotism, propaganda, and
profiteering, publishers and penny presses throughout the country scrambled to
keep up with public demand for news of the war. In the public eye, the conquest
of Mexico was seen as the logical and inevitable culmination of Manifest Destiny,
and publishers were eager to appeal to national pride. This media machine also
contributed to the growth of Taylor and Scott’s legends as war heroes, and it was no
coincidence that they were the Whig party’s frontrunners in the 1848 presidential
election. Another version of this print includes a portrait of George Washington
and compares the American success in Mexico to the American Revolution.
Quite rare: OCLC records only three copies of this print, located at Yale, Princeton, and the Rumsey Map Collection at Stanford.
RUMSEY 4080. OCLC 701738235.
$1750.

tanning and dust soiling. Closed tears in
lower portion of sheet, touching two letters
in the manuscript title. Very good overall.
An attractive watercolor painting of Mount
Vernon by an unidentified, presumably
amateur, artist inspired by the national
craze for images of Washington’s legendary
home. The painting is signed, but the name
is slightly obscured by a small stain, leaving
only what appears to read “Pleskon” (?).
The view is quite significant for featuring
at least one enslaved person in the image,
making it likely one of the first portrayals
of an enslaved person at Mount Vernon.

A Lovely Watercolor View of Mount Vernon,
Featuring an Enslaved African American
27. [Mount Vernon]: [After Jukes, Francis, and Alexander Robertson]:
VERNON IN VIRGINIEN LANDSITZ DES NORDAMERICANISCHEN
PRAESIDENTEN [manuscript title]. [Virginia? After 1827]. Watercolor painting, 14½ x 19 inches, matted to 18½ x 23 inches. A few spots of soiling, even

One of the most famous images of Mount
Vernon is the engraving by Francis Jukes
after Alexander Robertson. Published in
1800 just a few months after Washington’s death, this image has been copied
and adapted numerous times over the past
two centuries. One notable adaptation is
German-American artist C.A. Düring’s Berg
Vernon in Virginien, completed in 1827,
which appears to have inspired the painting in hand, as well as its title: Vernon in
Virginien.... Like Jukes/Robertson, Düring
and our artist place the house at the center
of the image viewed from the northeast,
framed by trees and rolling hills, with the
Potomac River stretching to the south.
The choice of view and framing highlights
Mount Vernon’s distinct architectural features, such as its long piazza, cupola, Palladian windows, and the connection to the
buildings leading off the rear of the house.
Lydia Mattice Brandt notes that “the river
view is an essential component of the composition, offering a visual connection between the rural plantation and the nation
beyond....Waterways were essential components in American views, providing the
artist with an easy way to create spatial depth in a picture while also hinting at
America’s rich natural infrastructure.” Accordingly, Düring and our artist follow
Jukes/Robertson in exaggerating the height of the hill, the breadth of the river,
and the size of the ships, to emphasize the vast resources coming from Mount
Vernon (though they change the location of the ships).

From here, Düring and our artist diverge significantly. In the Jukes/Robertson
engraving, a lone female figure walks the grounds, perhaps referencing Washington’s
recent death. Düring and our artist portray two couples, one in the foreground
and another closer to the house. Of the two figures in the foreground of Düring’s
painting, one is clearly African American and may be one of the first portrayals
of an enslaved person at Mount Vernon. Our artist seems to have reversed the
couples; those in the foreground are clearly not enslaved, while the couple closer
to the house are too vague to discern, although one person is carrying a tool or
farm implement of some sort. Further, our artist, while certainly competent,
forgoes some of the detail found in Jukes/Robertson; they also follow Düring in
misrepresenting the size of the cupola in relation to the chimneys. Otherwise,
our artist sets forth a handsome homage to both Düring and Jukes/Robertson.

George Washington was certainly the most famous figure in early America, and
his private home was no less captivating to the American public. Images of Mount
Vernon were quite common in the late 18th century, usually incorporated into
larger depictions of Washington himself. However, by the late 1700s, depictions
of historic buildings, battlefields, and other significant locales became increasingly popular, and Mount Vernon was one of few private homes to receive such
attention. Depictions of Mount Vernon not only idealized the house itself, but
also captured the mystique of Washington as the embodiment of the ideal classical
statesman who, like Cincinnatus, voluntarily relinquished his sword and national
command to return to his farm and a noble life of agriculture.
We could find no record of this painting and no other examples of images under
this title. The Düring painting has appeared at auction twice.
Lydia Mattice Brandt, “Picturing Mount Vernon” in Imprint: Journal of the American
Historical Print Collectors Society 38:1 (Spring 2013).
$12,500.

Photographic Broadside for a Manhattan Restaurant and Hotel
28. [New York City]: GROOT’S HOTEL AND LADIES’ & GENTLEMEN’S
DINING SALOON 486, 488 & 490 CANAL STREET, BETWEEN HUDSON
AND GREENWICH STREETS, WITHIN THREE BLOCKS OF ALBANY
AND TROY STEAMBOAT LANDINGS, AND DESBROSSES STREET
(JERSEY CITY) FERRY, NEW YORK [caption title]. New York: Gee & Co.,
[ca. 1873]. Printed broadside, 19 x 16 inches, with mounted albumen photograph,
9½ x 7½ inches. Backed on later card stock. Photograph faded and a bit tanned.
Expertly conserved. Very good.
Rare, possibly unique, broadside advertisement for a 19th century Manhattan
hotel and restaurant, featuring an actual mounted photograph of the building
in the center. The surrounding printed matter details the available fare and advertises “Fine Airy, Newly-Furnished Front Rooms, at 50 cts. per night.” The
photo itself shows the four story brick corner building which stood in what is now
Soho, complete with street lamps, signs, pedestrians, carts, and what appears to
be a heap of discarded wood and rubbish in the street. Much of the text on the
broadside functions as a menu, listing a dozen meat entrees for dinner, as well as
soups, desserts, and “vegetables and berries in their season.” The “breakfast and
tea” menu is nearly as lengthy and varied, and there is also a sort of twenty-four
hour room service menu of items “to order at all hours,” including fried liver
and bacon, sausages, broiled mackerel, omelettes, “Porter House steak,” boiled
eggs, and much more. In the photograph one can see a large sign attached to a
lamp post in front of the building which lists the menu, with sections visible for
“dinner,” “vegetables,” and “breakfast and tea.”
In 1873, a fire examiner declared that Groot’s Hotel was one of three which
needed to add fire escapes to improve their fire safety (which we will note are not
pictured in the photograph) – a ruling which soon proved prescient, as a fire in
May 1874, apparently set by the owner of a clothing store on the first floor “who
had little stock in the store, and was heavily insured,” caused several thousand
dollars in damages to the building. While nobody was seriously hurt and the
hotel seems to have survived intact, the latest reference to the hotel we are able to
locate is an advertisement in the New York Herald in July 1875. The photograph
was taken by James B. Warren of New Hampshire, who operated a photo studio
at 455 Canal Street just down the street from Groot’s Hotel into the early 1900s.
An incredibly scarce and unusual broadside; we find no evidence of other copies
either in institutions or the trade.
$2500.

Second and Best Edition, a Large Paper Copy
29. Parkinson, Sydney: A JOURNAL OF A VOYAGE TO THE SOUTH
SEAS, IN HIS MAJESTY’S SHIP THE ENDEAVOUR: FAITHFULLY
TRANSCRIBED FROM THE PAPERS OF THE LATE SYDNEY PARKINSON, DRAUGHTSMAN TO SIR JOSEPH BANKS.... London. 1784. [2],xx
iii,22,212,lxxi,[213]-353,[2]pp., including errata leaf, plus frontispiece portrait,
double-page map, and twenty-seven plates. Large quarto. Modern three-quarter
calf and marbled boards, spine tooled in blind and gilt, raised bands, leather label.
Small closed tear near gutter of title page, repaired with tape. Slight chipping to
edges of first and last leaves, light scattered foxing, slight offsetting from plates,
dampstains to the lower corner of a few leaves. A very good copy.
A large-paper copy of the second and best edition of Parkinson’s journal, made up
partially of the reissued sheets of the first edition and partially of added material
published herein for the first time.
Parkinson accompanied Captain James Cook on his first voyage to the South Pacific and New Zealand, as a draughtsman in the employ of the naturalist Joseph
Banks. After the expedition had explored Tahiti, New Zealand, Australia and
the Great Barrier Reef, all of which Parkinson depicted in numerous drawings,
the ship called at Batavia on the way home. There the artist contracted fever
and died, in 1771. His effects were conveyed back to England, where they were
prepared for publication by his brother, Stanfield, who soon fell out with his late
brother’s employer, Banks. The first edition was published in 1773, after an injunction forced Stanfield to wait until the appearance of Hawkesworth’s account.
Some years later, the unsold sheets of the book were sold to Dr. John Fothergill.
Fothergill added “explanatory remarks” to Stanfield’s ill-tempered preface (in
actuality the work of Dr. Kenrick), a double-sheet map of the world, a history
of other important journeys, and a summary of Cook’s explorations (including
content on Hawaii) which almost doubled the size of the book, binding this new
material with the sheets of the first section and supplying a new titlepage. By
virtue of the amount and quality of its additional content, this second edition is
considered the best, combining as it actually does both editions in one.
Sydney Parkinson executed the original drawings for twenty-three of the twentyseven plate, including images depicting natives of Tierra del Fuego, Tahiti and
New Zealand, scenes in Tahiti and New Zealand, native artifacts, and more.
Parkinson’s original artwork and these engravings made from it are one of the
chief visual sources for Cook’s first voyage, and one of the first views European
observers had of such South Pacific scenes. Parkinson’s journal also contains some
of the first natural history observations published on the region. Also contains
vocabularies of the “languages of Otaheite, New Zealand, new Holland, Savoo
and Sumatra, of the Malayan language spoken at Batavia, called the low Malay,
and the language of Anjenga on the coast of Malabar, called the high or proper
Malay.” Parkinson did not draw the map of New Zealand, plate 2 (by Alexander
Buchan) or plates 13 and 26 (by S.H. Grimm).
A wide-margined, large paper copy of this major source for Cook’s first voyage.
According to Holmes, only 400 copies of this edition were printed.
HILL 1309. FORBES 82. HOLMES, CAPTAIN COOK 49. BEDDIE 714. SABIN
58787. TAXONOMIC LITERATURE 7344.
$20,000.

Attractive Views of Victorian-Era Philadelphia
30. [Philadelphia]: [GROUP OF FIVE WATERCOLORS OF LOCATIONS IN PHILADELPHIA]. [Philadelphia. Late 1800s or early 1900s].
Five watercolors, 4½ x 7 inches, archivally matted and framed to 10½ x 13
inches. Bright and fresh. Fine.
Five watercolors showing scenes in and around Philadelphia, including locations in Fairmount Park. The paintings depict fashionable ladies in bustled
dresses strolling on the arms of gentlemen in top hats in various scenic
locales. The images show the Belmont Mansion, “Tom Moore’s Cottage,”
the Wissahickon, a house that is now on the grounds of the Philadelphia
Zoo, and Devil’s Pool on the Wissahickon. A charming set of Philadelphia
views.
$750.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

Rare Views of Mexico, Beautifully Handcolored
31. Phillips, John: MEXICO ILLUSTRATED, WITH DESCRIPTIVE
LETTER-PRESS, IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH. London: E. Atchley, Library of Fine Arts, 1848. Letterpress titlepage, tinted lithographic additional
titlepage and twenty-five tinted lithographic plates, printed by Day & Son, after
Rider, Phillips, and others, each with an accompanying page of descriptive text
in Spanish and English. Large folio. Publisher’s three-quarter red morocco and
red moiré cloth, spine and boards gilt, front board with gilt-stamped title and
Mexican eagle; expertly rebacked with original leather and rehinged in order to
comfortably lie flat. Cloth a bit soiled, leather worn along lower joints. Light

scattered foxing, a few expert repairs to text leaves, not touching text. Plates very
clean. A very good copy.
A beautiful copy, here with lovely hand-coloring, of this fine and rare series of
views, published almost concurrently with the end of the Mexican-American War.
The work was clearly published both as a purely topographical work of the highest
quality and as an attempt to capitalize on the interest that the war had generated
in England as well as the United States. The plates derive from a fascinating
number of sources, ranging from straight-forward eyewitness records by both

John Phillips and Alfred Rider, to an adaptation of a 17th-century engraving first
published by Arnoldus Montanus, to a number of views taken from the earlier
work of Carl Nebel and Pedro Gualdi. The full details can be read in Roberto
Mayer’s article in the Annales del Instituto de Investigaciones Esteticas.
Of the group, a handful of plates display a direct connection to the War: the view
of Vera Cruz (after an original painting by Rider) is accompanied by text which
refers to Gen. Scott’s siege and bombardment of the city (March 7 to 29, 1847);
the view of Rio Frio includes the Mexican army in line of march; the plate of
Chapultepec, which shows a column of troops and is accompanied by text which
describes both the “brave defense” of the Mexican army and “irresistible gallantry
of the American troops;” and the final plate of Matamoros includes a number of
vessels flying the United States flag along with a note in the accompanying text
which recalls the opening gambit of the war when the United States forces were
ordered by President Polk to advance to the Rio Grande in January 1846. At
that time, U.S. forces established a depot at Point Ysabel, and erected a fort in
Texan territory commanding Matamoros, on the Mexican side of the Rio Grande.
There are a number of fine views of Mexico City and its surroundings, but no
mention is made of the final act of the war when Gen. Scott marched on the
capital, stormed its defenses against greatly superior forces, and entered the city
after severe fighting on September 13, 1847. A peace treaty was finally signed
on February 2, 1848 in which Mexico ceded Texas, New Mexico, and Upper
California to the United States in return for $15,000,000.
The main thrust of the work is to offer a fine topographical overview of the country. The order of the plates leads the viewer on a tour of the country starting at
Campeche on the southern rim of the Gulf of Mexico, along the coast to Vera
Cruz, turning inland to Mexico City via Jalapa, Orizaba, and Puebla. After some
time spent in the capital and its environs, the tour turns north up through the
center of the country to San Luis Potosi and Monterey before finally heading east
and returning to the Gulf at the mouth of the Rio Grande at Matamoros. The
lithographs are the work of Day & Son, “Lithographers to the Queen.” Day &
Son was the foremost lithography firm in Britain for much of the 19th century,
and continued in various forms until 1940.
A handsome copy of this significant book of plates, with beautiful handcoloring
and recased in order to lie flat for display.
ABBEY 671. SABIN 62498. PALAU 224780. ALBERICH 1500. “Phillips, Rider y
su album Mexico Illustrated Quienes fueron los autores de los dibujos originales?”
in Annales del Instituto de Investigaciones Esteticas (2000) 76, pp.291-306.
$27,500.

An unrecorded pair of pocket maps
depicting the various theatres of
the Spanish-American War shortly
after its inception. There are four
maps in total, printed on both sides
of two folding sheets. The first
contains maps titled “East Indies”
and “West Indies,” which depict the
Spanish holdings in each respective
region in detail. The other contains
an “Official Map of Cuba” (with a
header that reads “The Question of
the Hour”), which focuses on the
island and also contains an inset of
Havana harbor, with the location
of the U.S.S. Maine marked by a
star. A text panel lists the officers
of the Cuban revolutionary government, which dates this map to
before President Masó left office
in November 1898. The reverse
contains a Mercator Projection map
of the world, which is surrounded
by statistics about Spain, Cuba,
and the United States, including
their current military strength.
The rear wrapper of the portfolio
features a printed advertisement
for the Chicago & North-Western
Railway’s North Western line, which
ran from Chicago to Portland by
way of Minneapolis.

Unrecorded Spanish-American War Pocket Maps
32. [Spanish-American War]: NEW QUADRUPLE WAR MAP. THE WEST
INDIES, THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS, AND EAST INDIES. LARGE OFFICIAL MAP OF CUBA AND MAP OF THE WORLD. WITH FINANCIAL,
MILITARY AND NAVAL STATISTICS [wrapper title]. Chicago: George F.
Cram, [1898]. Two double-sided folding maps, each 21 x 27¾ inches, mounted
into wrappers. 12mo. Original printed orange wrappers. Wrappers slightly worn.
Very minor splitting at folds and cross-folds. Dated in manuscript on front wrapper. Very good.

This map was published by George
F. Cram, a major Chicago-based book and map publisher for much of the late
19th and early 20th centuries. After serving as Grant’s staff cartographer during
the Civil War, Cram started a business in publishing with his uncle in Chicago.
After it was destroyed by the fire, Cram began anew, with a focus on railway maps.
His Unrivaled Atlas of the World was first printed in 1883 and continued to be
published into the 1950s. Cram published a handful of other Spanish-American
War maps in 1898, including a 189-page pictorial atlas, but this pocket map is
not recorded in OCLC or Rumsey, and we locate no other copies. An interesting
and unrecorded early Spanish-American War pocket map from a major American
map publisher.
$1500.

explorer and adventurer who fought for
Texas independence, joined the Texas
Rangers, wrote for periodicals in New
York, travelled on an early mining
expedition to Colorado, and eventually met a violent end as a member
of Walker’s filibuster in Nicaragua.

With Chromolithographs after Alfred J. Miller
33. Webber, Charles W.: [Miller, Alfred Jacob, illustrator]: WILD SCENES
AND SONG-BIRDS. New York: George P. Putnam & Co., 1854. x,[2],347pp.
plus twenty chromolithograph plates. Publisher’s gilt pictorial brown morocco,
elaborately tooled in blind, sympathetically rebacked in calf, raised bands, gilt
leather label, a.e.g. Slight wear at corners and edges. Light tanning, some offsetting from plates, old stain affecting the gutter of a few plates and text leaves,
occasional faint dampstain to lower edge. Very good in all.
The rare first edition, first issue of Webber’s notable color plate book, in the
publisher’s deluxe leather binding with gilt-stamped mockingbird on the center of
each board. This first issue incorrectly calls for “twenty-five colored lithographs”
on the titlepage, whereas later issues correct this to “twenty illustrations, printed
in colors.” This is one of only two published works with plates after the great
Western artist, Alfred Jacob Miller. The author, Charles Webber, was an itinerant

The contents of this work overlap with Webber’s The Hunter- Naturalist, employing some of the same plates and stories, such as “Border Life in the West.”
Its primary interest is its fine chromolithographs. Fifteen of these are of birds
and flowers, painted by Mrs. Webber; the other five are by Alfred Jacob Miller
and include “Indian caressing his horse,” “Encampment of Indians,” “Toilette of
Indians,” “Antelope Chase,” and “Indian Girl Swinging.” In early issues of this
work the plates “Indian Girl Swinging” and “Toilette of Indians” depict “Delaware” girls (in reality, the illustrations are based on Miller’s earlier sketches of
Shoshone women) nude from the waist up; in later issues, these were censored to
be fully clothed. The lithographs were executed by the pioneering Philadelphia
lithographer and Polish immigrant Louis Rosenthal and his brothers.
McGrath calls Wild Scenes and Song-Birds the “most important” of Webber’s color
plate books, a trilogy which also includes Wild Scenes and Wild Hunters of the World.
BENNETT, p.111. McGRATH, pp.111-12, 131. REESE, STAMPED WITH A
NATIONAL CHARACTER 28.
$3750.

